The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips: Hello. 
(Also Sprach Zarathrustra plays) 

Trevor Phillips: The death of the film director Stanley Kubrick [Ref: Green File: Inourtmt.wri],this week has,in my view robbed us of one of the 20th century's most thoughtful popularisers of science.His central theme in "Clockwork Orange","2001"[[Science 2] Behind 3] and "Dr Strangelove",that is whether technology would liberate or oppress the individual, certainly inspire my life long interest in science.Both our topics today,would have provided fertile ground for Kubrick's imagination.For nearly a century and a half,writers and visionaries have seen the air ship as the silent,pollution-free,fuel-efficient answer to mass air transport,but on the 6th of May 1937,the fate of the Hindenburg destroyed a dream. 
(Hindenburg radio report plays) 

Trevor Phillips: For the following 60 years,the Hindenburg disaster made us suspicious of all air-ships.Now,a new generation of engineers are re-inventing the air-ship,bigger and better than ever before.But can science really produce a floating platform the size of a football field? We'll examine that idea later. 
Even an uncompromising a film-maker as Kubrick,knew that by-and-large,ugly people don't make it in the movies.I know,you can save your Emails,they,we,end up on the radio.There are two puzzling things about beauty.Evidence suggests that attractive people get better jobs and earn more money,and the 400,000 American who've paid for plastic surgery clearly believe in it.But logically,why should that be the case? Having a particular kind of face doesn't make you a better doctor or designer or plumber. 
Second,you might think that tastes would differ between cultures.Helen of Troy's face might have launched a thousand Greek ships,but would it have shifted a single Native American or Inuit canoe off the river bank? 
Well,new research suggests that the answer is yes.It adds weight to the view that all babies may be born with an innate attraction for the same kind of beautiful face,which might explain why people of different cultures all over the globe,pin up pictures of Cruise or Kidman,or Leonardo De Caprio [That might be just because they are film "stars" and thus famous.It certainly can't be beauty in Lenoardo's case!! -LB].So why are we drawn to these people? Is it simply a matter of cultural conditioning,or are we genetically programmed to like certain kinds of faces? I'm joined from Boston by Dr Nancy Etkopf,psychologist and author of "Survival of the Prettiest:The Science of Beauty" [Ref: Video C2:Tommorrow's World {Average Beauty};M3 Without Walls:Face Value {Innate Beauty};[Media 1] Focus {Beauty and the Golden Mean};[Media 1] Focus 1 {Symmetry}],and from Exeter by Dr Alan Slater,the Director of the Infant Studies Unit in the Dept of Psychology at the University there. 
Alan Slater could you first explain the experiments that you did with babies,what did you do and what conclusions did you come to? 

Alan Slater: Yes,indeed,what we've been doing with a number of experiments is showing to new born infants lots of pictures of female faces.New born infants in this respect means infants that are about 2 days old,2 days from birth,and what we do is we show them sets of faces that adults have judged to be extremely attractive,and sets of faces that adults have judged to be much less attractive, and we show them in pairs,an attractive one paired with a less attractive one,and what we find for pair after pair of these sorts of presentations is that new born infants spend much more time looking at the attractive face of the pair that we present,and we've done a number of variations on this that are not all that relevant,but we consistently find that new born infants will spend more time looking at attractive faces. 

Trevor Phillips: And is your conclusion therefore that the idea of attractiveness,of what is attractive, is in some way innate that is to say genetically programmed,as opposed to culturally determined? 

Alan Slater: Yes,very,very much so,we are now drawn towards an evolutionary view of human development suggesting that new born infants come into the world with a variety of skills and abilities that we had not previously credited them with.One of these being that they are going to develop to be uniquely human,and so they have some kind of innate representation or template or blueprint of the human face,which means that when they see a face they will recognise it as a face, rather than as a collection of visual stimuli,nose, eyes, mouth and that kind of thing. 

Trevor Phillips: But to what extent does that go across different kinds of cultures or different kinds of ethnic groups,because that template must be different for,you know,a Kalahari bushman from say a Norwegian. 

Alan Slater: Well I suspect not,that is to say evolution of the human species as developed in parallel for individuals from a variety of different cultures,so I think that this innate representation or blueprint is probably very similar for babies across the world.What we have found,and what others have found is that if you test babies of different races with faces from races of their own and of different cultures,you get the same finding,which is to say that we are just as good at telling whether Chinese people are beautiful or not as the Chinese are,and similarly for Japanese,black Africans and a whole variety of races. 

Trevor Phillips: So when you're talking about faces in general,you mean attractive faces,don't you? Your talking about the attractiveness of these visages? 

Alan Slater: Yes,what we can conclude,I think from our findings and from others,is that attractiveness is some kind of universal that we can all of us from all races and cultures decide who is an attractive individual in terms of their facial characteristics,from just about any other culture in the world.So that we don't get fooled.It's not culturally specific,and the view that we're developing is that this ability is determined by evolution,rather than being culturally determined or learned. [In other words its imposed on us,it's not up to us to decide-LB] 

Trevor Phillips: Before I come to Nancy, just let me get one thing clear,because,are we talking,when we say attractive,is there some,sort of specific definition of that which is the same as beautiful or are we talking about a sort of average [Ref: Video C2:Tommorrow's World {Average Beauty}] that we like,rather than the startlingly beautiful? 

Alan Slater: The theory that is being developed goes like this: that if you get a whole bunch of faces of the same age and the same sex,and you put them into a computer,and then you produce an average version,which is to say one which has got the average features of all of these faces,then the resulting face turns out to be extremely attractive [which is merely moving the features towards the centre of the Gaussian distribution curve,which means that their ought to be more attractive people at the far "top" end.Maybe the average face is attractive with respect to the ugly people,otherwise what is it being compared with?-LB],so that in some respects,curiously,an averageness turns out to be extremely attractive [It's not curious it's obvious.It's like saying the average of die throws is three,compared to the number one (ugly) three is more (beautiful).If the three is compared to six it won't seem quite as good-LB]And we think that the innate representation that babies come into the world with,corresponds to this sort of "beautiful average". 

Trevor Phillips: How interesting.Nancy,do you think that there is this difference between attractive and beautiful.I mean is there....can you see that difference from your work? 

Nancy Etkopf : Yes,and it's extremely interesting the average has been found to be very attractive [To most people or just half? - LB].There's other research, however,that suggests that the most beautiful faces are extremes [As they would and should be on a Gaussian distribution-LB],in that they exaggerate certain features for example in the feminine face so exaggerate the ways that a female face differs from a male face.The eyes being larger,the lower face smaller,so there's some evidence from David Parrot's group in particular in Scotland,that although average is attractive,the most extremely beautiful faces will be kind of like the peacock's tail,flamboyant,extravagant signs of beauty. 

Trevor Phillips: Well let's stick for a moment with the thing that Alan was particularly looking at,and that is this idea of the averagely attractive,what,from your work,are the features that characterise that attractive face? 

Nancy Etkopf : The features appear to be ,at the start,average features,that is a composite of the population,and then again certain exaggerated features,for example in a woman,larger eyes,large lips, small lower face and clear skin,lustrous hair,and there are features of the body as well.In a male a more pronounced jaw and brow ridge,and again large eyes and large lips tend to be attractive in both sexes. 

Trevor Phillips: You make it sound like a sort of cave man would be (Nancy laughs) the absolute epitome! 

Nancy Etkopf : Not at all! It's quite interesting.it seems as though for women,extremely feminine faces are attractive,and for men there's a real limit on how hyper-masculine a face can look before it becomes more Neanderthal or unattractive,and it's interesting if a face is hyper-masculine people start to make personality inferences that are not very attractive.For example the person is cold or cruel or......it seems as though people enjoy feminised faces in females,and perhaps even slightly feminised faces in males. 

Trevor Phillips: To what extent is this idea of,which I think you deal with as sexual dimorphism,that is to say the idea that male and female features might converge in particular individuals,how important is that? 

Nancy Etkopf : Yes well there maybe,of course,different forms of male beauty.It's interesting women come to their judgements,not quite as quickly as men do,it's interesting if you show faces to men and women,men will make their judgements immediately,they'll tend to agree with each other very strongly.Women,there's slightly less agreement and they take a bit longer,and it seems as though women are basing their judgements,not just on appearance,on physical appearance,but on inferred character traits from the face,a little bit more than men do,and there maybe even more than one ideal [That's contrary to what Alan is saying-LB],for example,among very young women there's a slightly feminised ideal sometimes,for example the "teen idols",often have a slightly feminine beauty,whereas the rugged action-hero type is a more typically masculine face. 

Trevor Phillips: That's why teenage girls like Leo De Caprio (Nancy laughs),and boy bands is that the idea? 

Nancy Etkopf : It appears that way,yes. 

Trevor Phillips: To what extent..... 

Alan Slater: And not John Wayne I guess? (laughter) 

Nancy Etkopf : Exactly! 

Trevor Phillips: Well there may be other reasons there (Nancy laughs),but to what extent do you think there's a reason for all of this.I mean is there an evolutionary advantage here? 

Nancy Etkopf : Absolutely.I also agree with the evolutionary perspective on this.It appears that there are universal features that signify health and strength,that both sexes find attractive,and there may also be certain hormonal indicators in the face and body,that suggest fertility.This is not a conscious process in us.We're not looking at each person consciously and thinking "would this be the person to reproduce with,or best to pass on our genes",but at some unconscious level we're doing this. 

Trevor Phillips: Alan,do you think that,this is not particularly sort of you work,but you are looking at this,that there are some actual real advantages to being attractive as you describe it. 

Alan Slater: There's no doubt that attractive individuals are better able to find a variety of mates as opposed to the one,kind of thing,but I don't think there's any evidence that attractive people are at evolutionary advantage,in the sense that they don't procreate more,they don't produce more children [That's not the determining factor.How many children they actually produce is not the point.Their likelihood of getting a partner in the first place is-LB],than less attractive people,because after all you only need one mate in order to produce a whole bunch of children.If there were an evolutionary advantage from that point of view,from the point of view of having more babies,then as the generations pass,people would become more and more beautiful [How do you know they haven't,the average would still be in the middle-LB],wouldn't they? 

Trevor Phillips: Well that would make sense,that was in fact the next question I was going to ask. Why aren't we all beautiful if there is an evolutionary advantage? (laughter) Why is it only me! Is there an answer to that do you think Nancy? 

Nancy Etkopf : Well we may very well be more beautiful than we were in centuries past but I don't really have an standard by which to gauge this [That is exactly the point can their be such a standard or is it a dynamic quality (as Persig would put it?) or is it individual preference?-LB].Certainly faces are becoming more neotonous over the course of evolution.We're developing a more child-like appearance which is interesting [This is probably due to the cultural worshipping of the child shown by such things as the "dancing baby" phenomenon in Ally McBeal and the "Adult Babies" shown courtesy of Jerry Springer .Chris Evans & Paul Gascoigne are other examples Ref: Protext Files:PT5:Think2.txt {Risk & Infantilism} -LB],and clearly that may be driven by selection,and there's an interesting statistic that people tend to meet with people that are very similar to them in appearance,and so we may all lust for the most beautiful person in the world,but who we end up with is partly opportunity and partly based on many other characteristics of the person. 

Alan Slater: There is also the point of course,that attractiveness is not just in terms of facial features, there's the body characteristics and personality and a whole range of things that make people attractive or less attractive as the case may be. 

Nancy Etkopf : Absolutely. 

Trevor Phillips: Let's come back to Alan's original experiment,which was to try to distinguish between cultural and genetic programming as it were.To what extent do,whatever the original genetic predisposition to certain kinds of features might be.To what extent do you think,Nancy,that cultural factors eventually overwhelm those,in real...in adult life? 

Nancy Etkopf : It's an interesting question.People come into these studies believing,very firmly believing that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder",that their judgements will be idiosyncratic and different from others,and yet they sit down and make the very same ratings that other people do. 
[In other words,Nancy what they BELIEVE about the situation,that THEIR OPINION is worth something is shown not to be TRUE as per the FACTS-LB] 
This happens across cultures.Alan was talking about infant research,but adults will very much do the same things.So way after they've had exposure to the culture and learning from the culture,there's still a remarkable consensus in people's judgements.Then of course,there is always is some component of culture,some current ideal of beauty that's influenced by social status or other factors. 

Trevor Phillips: But is that why in the sense then,you know pretty people do better? Because there is that kind of consensus? 

Nancy Etkopf : Yep,erm yes in fact there's many studies of the social advantages of beauty from childhood on.Even in terms of hiring for jobs [Which is discrimination-LB].If two people come in who are equally qualified,the more attractive person is more likely to get hired,and hired at a higher salary,and certainly we all know in the dating and mating world,there's some advantages for better appearance! 

Alan Slater: There are many psychological studies that demonstrate a whole range of advantages of people who are perceived as attractive.That is if you have exactly the same message being conveyed by two people then the message that is conveyed by the person that's perceived as more attractive is seen as more believable and is better.The more attractive person is seen as more intelligent and so on. [But it is IN FACT the same message and so what they BELIEVE or PERCEIVE is false-LB] 
So it's very clear that there are a whole range of advantages to being attractive,and if only one could manufacture the attractiveness! (Nancy laughs) 

Trevor Phillips: Well,indeed,do you find that this work might lead you to something slightly worrying which is that you know,if I'm a large corporation,let's say,and I know that,you know Alan Slater or Nancy Etkopf can tell me what are the markers of attractiveness,that I then go out looking for people who have those markers and essentially that becomes a sort of test that people who don't have those markers of beauty never get jobs with me? 

Alan Slater: There are many industries that do precisely this aren't there? The movie industry is one in particular that takes it to extremes that you don't become a movie star unless you fit the characteristics of someone who is extremely attractive or beautiful,and when it comes to public relations like television companies and that kind of thing,then they will select people who are very attractive.[And there are BOOTS and AVON and other cosmetic and beauty products manufacturers who have a vested interest in doing so,is it wrong for them to do it? -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: But Nancy can you see that going beyond the sort of face-to-face type industries? 

Nancy Etkopf : Erm I think it does go beyond the face-to-face type industries.But let me make another point which is as people become aware of this research and aware of how much people are being judged by appearance,there's also the people who will take this information and say,"Wait a minute,I'm being discriminated against",and so it might raise awareness,and some protest against it.So I think knowledge of this can cut both ways. 


Trevor Phillips: Yes,I suppose one good thing might be that from what you were saying right at the beginning of this conversation,if,in a sense this cuts across cultures and races,that might also perhaps iron out that kind of discrimination as well. 

Nancy Etkopf : Yes absolutely,erm,the features that are found attractive are found universally and they can be found in very diverse features.It's interesting in the US,I was looking through plastic surgery statistics [As you would do-LB] and just what kinds of features people were requesting.There's been a tremendous change in the past 30-40 years away from a very typically exaggerated actually Caucasian features to a face that more mirrors a multicultural world,and for example even size of eyelids,the nose shape and lips and skin colour,there's been a great number of changes. 

Trevor Phillips: Well I'm especially glad that actually none of this affects people on radio! Alan Slater and Nancy Etkopf thank you very much indeed. 
[Science 1] Toynbee 1 



